
Objective
A leading health plan was facing significant reporting and data gathering challenges. Customer 
data was being abstracted from various systems, which resulted in inefficient and ineffective report 
creation. In many cases, data was kept in account executives’ personal files, and blanket e-mails had 
to be distributed to gather additional information.

To gain insights on products, membership, or revenue, the health plan was challenged with the 
disparate system set-up. One key issue was creating actionable reports. Sometimes they had to go to 
four or five different systems to get what they needed. 

The ask for this organization was a customer relationship (CRM) solution that could easily capture 
data and convert it into readable, actionable reporting and insights. Kurt Leopoldino, Lead Analyst, 
Account Management & Sales, was assigned to supervise the implementation, which was on a tight, 
six-month timeframe and considered a corporate priority project.

“Our initial scope was just for our large groups. We currently have a system for our small and 
individual group plans, but we wanted to test this solution with the large groups,” Leopoldino said. 
“We wanted to improve the workflows within the sales process, but the first priority was to get the 
data elements that we needed and easily provide us with the reports that we wanted.”

Our Solution
After researching a number of vendors, the client decided to move forward with Colibrium because 
of its exclusivity in healthcare, as well as its quick standup.

“All of Colibrium’s solutions are geared toward healthcare—and that was an advantage that the 
other vendors lacked,” Leopoldino said. “But Colibrium knows the business. Their solution is geared 
toward providing a solution for challenges unique to healthcare, so you don’t need to worry about 
all the extras another vendor might provide that bring no value because it’s not geared toward 
healthcare.”

Improvement in Workflows, Data Gathering, and Report Generation
In addition to data gathering and report generation, the client leveraged Tuo 360 to improve 
and standardize the workflows of the association’s account executives—how data is entered and 
retrieved from the CRM, for example. The solution is currently being leveraged by client account 
management and sales, as well as a leadership team of managers and directors, account executives, 
service representatives, and reporting analysts. Leopoldino said that, eventually, the underwriting 
team will be part of the system.
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“Since implementing 
Tuo 360, data 
extraction is 

simplified. It’s easy to 
get the data that we 

want extracted,  
and in the desired 
format, and turn 

around to whoever is 
requesting it.”  

Kurt Leopoldino  
Lead Analyst,  

Account Management 
& Sales



Leopoldino added that health plan advisors (HPAs) would also be folded into the Tuo 360 workflow, 
so they can easily extract data for open-enrollment presentations, then input the results of those 
presentations into Tuo 360 for optimal retrieval.

Outcomes
• All data for customers and prospects are now stored on Tuo 360, eliminating the administrative 

burdens associated with utilizing multiple information systems for report generation.

• Data silos are reduced among account leadership, management and sales, account executives, 
service representatives, and reporting analysts.

• Data extraction is simplified, with no need to bog down Information Services Department with 
data-gathering requests.

• Tuo 360 integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Outlook email and calendars. E-mails are saved 
automatically in Tuo 360, and account executives can easily schedule appointments with 
customers and prospects and quickly upload notes from those meetings.
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About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more 
competitive. HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional 
voice contact center services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement 
to platform-based, back-office services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, 
and interaction expertise to deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves 
operating efficiency, and helps retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications 
and media, healthcare, insurance, banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer 
packaged goods industries, as well as the public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with over 
44,200 employees in 68 worldwide locations delivering localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 
2017, HGS had revenues of US$ 555 million. HGS, part of the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more 
than four decades of experience working with some of the world’s most recognized brands.

About HGS Colibrium, Inc. 
Founded in 2005, HGS Colibrium, Inc., delivers integrated software solutions designed specifically for the health insurance industry. Colibrium’s 
award-winning Tuo software empowers health plans with a best-in-class private exchange solution to enroll, engage, and retain members in 
individual, group and Medicare markets. Colibrium’s pre-configured Tuo 360, their CRM overlay built specifically for Salesforce and Dynamics 
platforms, enables health plans to gain a 360 degree view of their members to improve marketing effectiveness, customer service and member 
engagement. For the past two years, Colibrium has earned industry recognition including Microsoft Dynamics Partner of the Year for Health Plans 
and a recent listing in “Hype Cycle for Healthcare Payers” report from industry analyst Gartner. For more information about Colibrium or view 
recent case studies and client results visit www.colibrium.com.
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